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The impact of climate change on plant diseases poses a 
serious threat to food security [1-4]. Climate change has a 
direct effect on the occurrence and severity of disease in crops. 
Global plant health assessment and crop loss estimation due 
to pests and diseases has been made especially for cropping 
regions de ined by the major crops of wheat, rice, maize, 
potato and soybean [5].

The literature shows that different pathosystems respond 
in different ways to climate change. Changing climate 
can affect plant-pathogen interactions by altering the life 
cycle of pathogens, expression of host resistance, disease 
epidemiology and severity of outbreaks, development of 
new races, virulence and distribution of geographical area of 
pathogens. Bebber, et al. [6] made a comprehensive review of 
reported latitudinal trends of the irst reports of plant pests 
(in the broad sense) since 1960. In most cases there were 
movements poleward for arthropod pests, fungi, oomycetes 
and bacteria; exceptions seem to be nematodes and viruses, 
which appear to have moved to the equator. In the case of 
viruses, the trend seems to be reversed. Many viruses are 
vectored by insects in the Hemiptera and Thysanoptera where 
movement is most de initely poleward and one interpretation 
of these trends is that the movement of viruses lags behind 
that of their vectors [7].

Climate change not only has a direct effect on the occurrence 
and severity of disease in crops, but it also has a serious impact 
on global food security. The presence of mycotoxins in food 
is a major problem associated with food security and climate 
change in temperate countries. Paterson RRM and Lima N [8], 
argue that rising temperatures in developed countries with 
temperate climates, such as regions of Europe and the United 
States, can create favorable conditions for increased levels of 
mycotoxins in food. 

For example, a latoxins are carcinogenic mycotoxins 
produced by Aspergillus lavus and A. parasiticus, fungi found 
in areas with hot and humid climates. Rising temperatures 
and humidity linked to climate change contributed to the 

emergence of a latoxins in southern Europe in the early 2000s 
and their continued spread northward ever since.

Successful biological invaders often show improved 
performance upon introduction to a new region. The 
traditional explanation for this phenomenon is that natural 
enemies (eg competitors, pathogens and predators) present 
in the native range are absent from the introduced range [9].

The increase in plant pests and diseases will lead to 
an increase in the use of plant protection products and 
consequently a greater risk of high exposure to pesticides 
through residues in food products [10,11]. Therefore, the risk 
of human exposure to high pesticide residues raises concerns 
that are expected to become more prevalent in the coming 
years.

The particular geographical location of some countries, 
(Italy for example), exposes them to be potentially profoundly 
affected by the effects of climate change, as demonstrated 
by the studies conducted [12] with serious consequences on 
agriculture and food safety in general.

The problem of climate change adds a further element 
of uncertainty to a production system that is already fragile 
by its nature. Knowledge of the in luence of climate change 
on plant diseases is still limited, and most of the information 
derives from studies under controlled conditions relating to 
the role of individual meteorological variables or atmospheric 
components on the host, the pathogen, or on their interactions.
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The evidence agrees that climate change can modify the 
infection process and the pathogen-plant relationships with 
predictable changes in the geographic distribution of the 
species, as well as host hopping phenomena "Spillover" of 
pathogens. This latter aspect is increasingly frequent following 
climate changes that weaken plants at the expense of natural 
resistance. Slippers B, et al. [13] report a classic example of 
“host jumps” which highlights the rapidity of diffusion of the 
wasting syndromes caused by Botryosphaeriaceae species, 
further accentuating the danger leading to consider them as 
real “new phytosanitary emergencies”.

Furthermore, a warmer climate favors the survival of 
alien parasites against which plants have fewer defense 
mechanisms than native species. The example of the Xylella 
fastidiosa bacterium, studied for decades as a pathogen of 
vines and citrus fruits, is widely known but has recently been 
found to be responsible for a devastating epidemic of Apulian 
olive trees.

Therefore, especially in the most ecologically fragile areas, 
it becomes necessary to study the behavior and adaptation of 
pathogens to avoid further threats and propose the application 
of IoT alert systems, capable, through the use of low-energy 
technologies and long-range data transfer, to notify the 
arrival of the pest and minimize the risk of infections [14].
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